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Abstract: Hajj, the fifth pillar of Islam, is held annually in the month of Dhul Al-Hijjah, the twelfth
month, in the Islamic calendar. Pilgrims travel to Makkah and its neighbouring areas—Mina,
Muzdalifah, and Arafat. Annually, about 2.5 million pilgrims perform spatiotemporally restricted
rituals in these holy places that they must execute to fulfil the pilgrimage. These restrictions make the
task of transportation in Hajj a big challenge. The shuttle bus service is an essential form of transport
during Hajj due to its easy availability at all stages and ability to transport large numbers. The
current shuttle service suffers from operational problems; this can be deduced from the service delays
and customer dissatisfaction with the service. This study provides a system to help in planning the
operation of the service for one of the Hajj Establishments to improve performance by determining
the optimal number of buses and cycles required for each office in the Establishment. We will also
present a case study in which the proposed model was applied to the non-Arab Africa Establishment
shuttle service. At the same time, we will include the mechanism for extracting the information
required in the tested model from the considerably large GPS data of 20,000+ buses in Hajj 2018.

Keywords: shuttle bus; optimization; public transport; Hajj; big data; GPS; transportation; road
transport

1. Introduction

Hajj takes place in Makkah, Saudi Arabia, one of the world’s most crowded events.
Every year, around 2.5 million pilgrims gather from different cultures all over the world
to perform rituals restricted in location between Makkah city and Mina, Muzdalifah, and
Arafat holy sites, and between the 8th and the 13th of Dhul Al-Hijjah in the Islamic calendar.
Based on their nationality, Pilgrims from around the world are split into zones also known
as Establishments such as Southeast Asia, South Asia, Arab Countries. The Mashaer
(Holy sites in Makkah including Mina, Muzdalifah and Arafat) area is divided into seven
Establishments where each Establishment has its camps, routes and parking spaces to
handle the movement of pilgrims as shown in Figure 1. Each Establishment is further
divided into companies/offices where each office mostly has pilgrims from one nationality
and around 1000–5000 pilgrims depending on their assigned camp in the Mina (known as
the city of tents and it is 8 kilometres (5 miles) southeast of the city of Makkah) area. In
Hajj, pilgrims are assigned to Establishments according to their geographical distribution
consisting of offices responsible for their transportation and accommodation during the
entire journey of Hajj. The Hajj journey begins on the morning of day 8 with the arrival
of pilgrims from Makkah to Mina. The following day (day 9), pilgrims move to Arafat
and stay till sunset. At sunset, pilgrims move to Muzdalifah to fulfil the night stay ritual.
From the midnight of the 10th day to the morning, pilgrims move from Muzdalifah to
Mina to perform the Stoning of the Devil ritual. Then, they stay in Mina or Makkah for the
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following two/three days (11th, 12th, and 13th), after which the pilgrimage ends. One of
the biggest challenges that Establishments face during Hajj transporting pilgrims safely,
quickly, and comfortably between these holy places according to the spatial and temporal
restrictions of the rituals.

Figure 1. Map-based distribution of Establishments in Mashaer area (Mina, Muzdalifah and Arafat),
their assigned routes.

The transportation services available to Hajj pilgrims for movement between the
holy sites are walking facilities, regular buses (restricted to single round only), shuttle
buses, or the Mashaer train. The availability of these services to the pilgrims depends on
their availability to the Establishments at the location of each phase of Hajj. Among these
services, the shuttle bus is the heaviest running service in Hajj. It functions during all the
phases of Hajj and transports the greatest number of pilgrims. For example, the service
transports around 1.5 million pilgrims on the first Efadah Muzdalifah, which is the phase
when pilgrims on the 9th move from Arafat to Muzdalifah (https://www.stats.gov.sa/
sites/default/files/hajj_1439_en.pdf) (accessed on 20 August 2021).

The shuttle service was established in 1992 to transport pilgrims by bus between
offices on two different holy sites with pre-set cycles and on isolated routes— like those
between Arafat and Muzdalifah. In Figure 1, different colours represent the distribution of
Establishments on the map and the shuttle service routes. A complete cycle of the service
starts and ends at the same location: Arafat, for example. At present, the number of buses
assigned to an Establishment is planned in advance by the Ministry of Hajj, relying only on
an approximate number of pilgrims. The Establishments’ current approach to distribute
buses and set cycles for each office is dependent on the previous years’ experiences [1]. The
problem with this approach is that it might lead to random assignment of buses. Buses
might be allocated to offices with quicker service times when they could’ve been assigned
to offices with slower service times to improve service. The current operation of the service
exhibits inefficient functioning of the service. Thus, an approach that can assess the service
time of offices and accordingly allocate the desired number of buses to them that achieve
enhanced and reliable service is the need of the hour to have.

In this study, we have developed a tool to help the ministry of Hajj and the Estab-
lishment’s parties plan the shuttle-bus service operation configuration. The proposed

https://www.stats.gov.sa/sites/default/files/hajj_1439_en.pdf
https://www.stats.gov.sa/sites/default/files/hajj_1439_en.pdf
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optimization model determines the optimal number of buses and cycles be assigned to each
Establishment office running a shuttle service between Arafat and Muzdalifah to operate
it in minimal service time. We also conduct a sensitivity analysis on the proposed model
parameters through a varying number of pilgrims in the office, the dwell time in Arafat,
and the bus-seat capacity to identify potential factors for service improvement. To examine
the proposed model with the African Non-Arab Countries Establishment, GPS traces of
more than 20,000 buses were obtained from the car syndicate authority (Naqaba), Ministry
of Hajj, and Umrah, Saudi Arabia (https://www.haj.gov.sa/en/InternalPages/Details/92)
(accessed on 25 June 2021). They were then migrated to big data platform, enriched, filtered,
and analysed to extract the shuttle bus service-related data at the Establishment, including
the offices’ pick-up and drop-off times, Arafat-Muzdalifah path’s travel times, and the
number of pilgrims at the offices.

The article provides extension of our previous work [1,2] to identify the optimal num-
ber of buses and cycles required to transport pilgrims in minimal service time. Section 2
of this paper provides the state-of-the-art. Section 3 outlines the model development.
Section 4 focuses on numerical analysis of sensitivity along with the case study. This is
followed by the conclusion and suggestions regarding future research on this topic.

2. Literature Review

GPS technology has been launched for all Hajj buses to collect their spatial and
temporal information to monitor, manage, and enhance transportation by regular and
shuttle buses. At the same time, the concept of big data has been relied upon as a means of
storing the massive GPS data streaming from these buses. This will be used later to provide
real-time, proactive administrative, and analytical systems for authorities that improve
the efficiency of bus transportation during Hajj. This section will review the literature on
emerging bus and shuttle GPS applications, in general, as well as in the Hajj domain.

2.1. Bus GPS Applications

The available literature in this field has revealed the dependency of researchers on
several sources in collecting spatial-temporal data like embedded GPS devices in buses,
vehicles, smartphones, etc., for monitoring, designing, and controlling bus transportation.
Relying on the buses’ GPS data, ref. [3] developed a college bus tracking android applica-
tion. ref. [4] designed a bus schedule by partitioning bus operating hours into intervals
with selected bus dwell time and inter-stop travel time based on the passenger demand and
network traffic state. Refs. [5,6] introduced systems that predict and display to passengers
at-stop bus travel time. Ref. [7] predicted arrival time at-stop and ref. [8] to next stop at
signalized intersection. Ref. [9] visualized and identified congestion hot spots in roadways.
Ref. [10] applied machine learning to explore trip fuel consumption. Refs. [11,12] estimated
and assessed traffic speeds on a roadway. Other GPS data like taxi GPS traces in ref. [13],
and ref. [14], and bus passengers’ smartphone GPS data in [15] were used to plan bus
routing and predict bus arrival time at various bus stops, respectively. Ref. [16] proposed
a recommender system to recommend the best route for university shuttle bus service
using Artificial Neural Network and Support Vector Machine. The path from source and
destination is a combination of multiple sections or roads, and to find the ideal time of
overall journey, authors [17] used a genetic algorithm to find the optimum average time
of each section of the road separately. These applications are just to name a few, and the
literature is full of other relevant studies.

In the Hajj domain, bus GPS applications are still emerging. Authors in [2] developed
an interactive platform to store the GPS trace of 20,000+ buses collected in Hajj 2018 in big
data. Later, they analyzed the transformed data to visualize Establishments, offices, bus
companies, parking slots, etc., in Hajj and even the movements of individual buses over a
period of time.

https://www.haj.gov.sa/en/InternalPages/Details/92
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2.2. Shuttle Bus GPS Applications

The applications of GPS technologies on shuttle bus service in the literature appeared
in serving the proposal of bus tracking systems like those in [18–20], planning of the bus
routes [21] and stops [22], prediction of the bus arrival time at-stop in an educational
institution [23], designing of a shuttle bus reservation service for a university campus
students [24], the introduction of the concept of electric shuttle bus service [25], spatial
perspective deficiencies in transport infrastructure [26] and autonomous shuttle bus [27].
Various GPS data sources were utilized in these applications, such as GPS sensory in-vehicle
(e.g., car, taxi, or bus), stand-alone device, smart card, and smartphone.

The literature shows a scarcity in the shuttle bus GPS applications in the Hajj domain
due to the limited availability of relevant data. Most of the studies presented in this field
are attempts through the use of RFID tags on buses for monitoring purposes as presented
in [28] or computer simulation models to analyze performance and design the service.
Refs. [29–31] proposed a conceptual model for the shuttle bus service operating on the
day of Nafarah (i.e., on the night of the 10th day of Dhu al-Hijjah when pilgrims move
from Arafat to Muzdalifah) and then translated it into a computer simulation model using
ProModel with extensive parameters relate to pilgrims, bus, and road networks data. The
proposed stochastic model was validated using real-data of 1996 Hajj and subsequently
analyzed to determine the impact of the number of bus stops and stop spacing on the
evacuation and average travel time. The number of buses assigned to each service office
was also considered. Ref. [32] utilized the Arena Simulation system to model the existing
shuttle bus service in Hajj 2002 to understand the service characteristics and limitations
and to find a proper operational plan for the service. An interesting finding in this study
expresses the need for having 500 buses, at least, to maintain a reasonable evacuation
time. The authors of this study further extended this work in [33] to simulate the possible
operation of South East Asia Establishment with the service. Their model was validated
with real-world data of Hajj 2004.

Although interesting finds have been revealed by the studies related to Hajj shuttle
buses in the aspects of service design and performance evaluation, they are limited in two
ways. First, the data used in the evaluation of the proposed systems were manually col-
lected in the field. Second, their systems were designed according to the service operation
scheme of the study year, running each bus for three cycles only. An improved system
can be attained by determining the number of cycles for the offices based on the capacity
of each office, which can be measured from the service time of the cycle’s leader (or first)
bus. With such a system, continuous loading of pilgrims from an origin—like a stop in
Arafat—can be achieved through running buses in circular cycles at full capacity. At the
same time, this study also evaluates the proposed system with more accurate data, such as
GPS data.

3. Model Development
3.1. Setting

To break down the problem into pieces, let us consider one Establishment in Arafat and
Muzdalifah and index its offices as i ∈ I := {1, 2, . . . , I} with a total of Pi pilgrims waiting
for shuttle buses at the Arafat office stop i. Let us further assume that the Establishment
is limited in resources as it only has N buses in total, with a capacity of Bc seats per bus.
Since this is a shuttle service, it is anticipated that each bus will serve more than one cycle
at one office to discharge all its pilgrims to Muzdalifah. Let us define the length of one
cycle at office i, denoted by CLi, as the time between the departure and return of the first
bus in the service from and to the office in Arafat, marked with the first red line in Figure 2.
CLi can be estimated by (1) from the average pick-up time at the office i in Arafat, denoted
by PTi; the average travel time on the link between Arafat and Muzdalifah, denoted by
TT1; the average drop-off time at office i in Muzdalifah, denoted by DTi; and the average
travel time on the returning link between Muzdalifah and Arafat, denoted by TT2. Figure 3
illustrates the proposed service configuration.
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CLi = PTi + TT1 + DTi + TT2 (1)

where:

CLi = The length of one cycle at office i
PTi = The average pick-up time at the office i in Arafat
TT1 = The average travel time on the link between Arafat and Muzdalifah
DTi = The average drop-off time at office i in Muzdalifah
TT2 = The average travel time on the returning link between Muzdalifah and Arafat

Since the first bus can be used as soon as it returns to the office in Arafat, the number
of buses that can be assigned to office i during one cycle, denoted by Ji, can be calculated
by (2), given that G defines the time gap between the departure of one bus and the arrival
of another at the stop. Ji is formulated to account for the case when the Establishment has
been provided with the pre-specified total number of buses—denoted by N—or when the
pilgrims in the Arafat office are few so that the full capacity of buses per cycle is unnecessary.

Ji = min
{

N,
Pi
Bc

,
CLi

max{PTi, DTi}+ G

}
(2)

where:

Ji = The number of buses can be assigned to office i during one cycle
N = The total number of pre-specified buses in the Establishment
Pi = The total number of pilgrims waiting for shuttle buses at the Arafat office stop i
Bc = The bus seat capacity
G = The time gap between the departure of one bus and arrival of another at the stop

With Ji, Pi, and Bc, the total number of cycles required for an office i to transfer all its
pilgrims to Muzdalifah denoted as Ci can be given by (3).

Ci =
Pi

Ji ∗ Bc
(3)

where:

Ci = The total number of cycles required for an office i to transfer all its pilgrims to
Muzdalifah

Figure 2. Time-space diagram of one office shuttle service.
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Figure 3. Arafat-Muzdalifah shuttle bus service configuration.

In the next section, we formulate, the function that estimates the Establishment’s
overall service time from individual offices, and the Hajj shuttle bus service optimiza-
tion problem that solves for the optimal number of buses needed at each office in the
Establishment to service with the minimum time.

3.2. Formulation

The Arafat-Muzdalifah shuttle bus service time per Establishment is formulated, as
in (4), to estimate the overall service time of an Establishment, denoted by ST. In ST, the
service time of any office i is composed of two parts. The first part is an estimate of the time
it operated in full cycle’s capacity, determined from CLi and dCie cycles. While the second
part is an estimate of the needed time by the

(
JCi − 1

)
buses in the last cycle to return to

the office in Arafat, where JCi denotes the number of buses required in the last cycle in
any office i. When JCi equals Ji, it indicates that the pilgrims in the last cycle require the
same number of buses as in the previous cycles, however, when the number of remaining
pilgrims is small, so that fewer buses are required in the last cycle than the previous cycles,
JCi can be given by the upper equation in (5). This usually occurs, for example, when an
office consists of Pi = 2100 pilgrims with Ji = 20 buses operating to transport the pilgrims
to Muzdalifah with Bc = 50 seats. In this case, Ci = 2.1 cycles, and the office will need only
JCi = 2 buses at the last cycle to transport the remaining 100 pilgrims.

ST = ∑
i

(
CLidmax{1, Ci}e+ (DTi + G)

(
JCi − 1

))
(4)

JCi =

{
dCi modbCic ∗ Jie if Ci modbCic > 0
Ji otherwise

(5)

where:

ST = The overall service time of the Establishment
JCi = The number of buses required in the last cycle in any office i

3.3. Optimization

The optimization problem that solves for the optimal Ji for each office i in an Estab-
lishment to operate its Arafat-Muzdalifah shuttle service at the minimal service time (or
evacuation time) is formulated as in (6).

The term (∑i Ji 6 N) in (6) is defined to ensure that buses distributed to the offices
never exceed the total available buses at the Establishment N. For solving this problem,
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [34,35] is utilized as in the numerical analysis in the next sections.
The GA parameters in this analysis are set as follows: population size at 80, number of
generations at 500, mutation rate at −1, number of genes at 20, cross-rate at 0.7, and
tournament selection at 0.8.
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min
Ji

ST = ∑
i

CLidmax{1, Ci}e+ (DTi + G)
(

JCi − 1
)

s.t.

Ci ≤
Pi

Ji ∗ Bc
,

JCi =

{
dCi modbCic ∗ Jie if Ci modbCic > 0
Ji otherwise,

,

∑
i

Ji ≤ N,

Ji > 0,

Ji ≤ min
{

N,
Pi
Bc

,
CLi

max{PTi, DTi}+ G

}
, ∀i ∈ I ,

Ji ∈ Z

(6)

4. Numerical Analysis
4.1. Sensitivity Analysis

We conducted a sensitivity analysis to gain insight into the model outcomes with the
variation of the model parameters. Such analysis can help in future improvement planning
of the service operation. In this analysis, we varied the values of the model parameters (e.g.,
Pi, PTi, Bc, etc.) and observed potential patterns in the model optimal outcomes (i.e., J∗i , C∗i
and ST). For example, one can consider large-size-seat buses to save the office service time
as shown in Figure 4c or a small time gap G between buses to achieve large bus capacity in
the office as in Figure 5a, or manage the pick-up time in the office to maintain high bus
capacity and low service time as seen in Figure 6. Overall, we considered three sets of
sensitivity analysis with i = 2 offices using Python as follows: (1) vary P2 with a set of Bc;
(2) vary P2 with a set of G; and (3) vary PT2 with a set of P2. In all sets of analysis, we set N
to 50 buses, and TT1 and TT2 to 20 min and investigated the impact of various parameters
on J∗2 , C∗2 and ST.

In the first sensitivity analysis, we investigated the impact of Bc at different values
of P2 on the model outcomes. We set the office i = 1 parameters at P1 = 50 pilgrims,
PT1 = DT1 = 5 min, and the office i = 2 variables at P1 = range(50, 1000, 100) pilgrims
and Bc = {50, 80, 100} seats. Both PT2 and DT2 are set to 5 min and G to 1 min Figure 4c
shows that increase of P2 in general increases the office ST. However, the rate of increase
can be lowered if the value of Bc (e.g., 80 or 100 seats) is increased. This will result in faster
evacuation of pilgrims from Arafat to Muzdalifah. Results in Figure 4a,b show that increase
of P2 increases and office’s need for buses, until reaching its bus capacity at J∗2 = 9 buses, at
which point the buses run in cycles to accommodate the overcrowding of pilgrims in the
office. Figure 4b also shows buses with high capacity (with Bc = 100 and 80 seats) are able
to carry more pilgrims in one cycle (P2 = 850 and 620 pilgrims, respectively) than those
with Bc = 50 seats (P2 = 450 pilgrims).

In the second analysis, we investigated the tendency of improvement of the model
output by altering G at different levels of P2. In this analysis, we set the parameters of
offices 1 and 2 similar to those in the previous analysis, but we fixed Bc at 50 seats and
varied G as 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 min. Results in Figure 5a show that the actual impact of G is
noticed as an increase in the capacity of buses in the office when it is overcrowded with
pilgrims, and its buses run more than one cycle. For example, setting G = 0.5 min instead
of G = 1 min between two buses increases the capacity of buses at the office from J∗2 = 9 to
J∗2 = 10 buses. In terms of the office ST, Figure 5b shows that lowering G from 1 to 0.5 min
reduces ST from 200 to 190 min.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4. Impacts of change of P2 with Bc on J∗2 , ST, and C∗2 .

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Impacts of change of P2 with G on J∗2 and ST.

In the last analysis, we intended to observe possible improvement on ST and changes
on J∗2 through diversification of PT2 at different levels of PT2. We set the parameters of
the offices as 1 and 2, and the Establishment as P1 = 50 pilgrims, PT1 = DT1 = 5 min,
DT2 = 5 min, Bc = 50 seats, and G = 1 min. At the same time, we set the variables
for the office 2 as P2 = {200, 300, 400, 600, 2000} pilgrims and PT2 = range(5, 15, 2) min.
Figure 6a shows how a dwell time like 11 min can disable the effects of P2 in improving the
service, and further cuts down the capacity to J∗2 = 5 buses. Thus, a lower value of PT2 is
encouraged (such as 7 min) to improve the office bus capacity, resulting in J∗2 = 6 buses
for P2 = 300 pilgrims and J∗2 = 7 for P2 > 600 pilgrims. Figure 6b demonstrates how
ST is sensitive to PT2 at different degrees of P2. The figure shows that, at any P2, the
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increase of PT2 increases ST in general, and the rate change of this increase depends on
the size of P2. This can be seen when changing of PT2 in Figure 6 from 5 to 13 min with
P2 = 600 and P2 = 2000 pilgrims. With the prior pilgrim demand, the office ST increases
220 − 160 = 60 min only compare to 550 − 310 = 240 min with the later demand.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Impacts of change of PT2 with P2 on J∗2 and ST.

As a final note, these analyses help identify the tuning factors in the model that helps
save the Establishment maximum service time and increase the service’s efficiency. They
also make the process of transporting pilgrims between Arafat and Muzdalifah quicker
and within the desired resource limits.

4.2. Case Study

In this study, we have developed a tool to help the ministry of Hajj and the Estab-
lishment’s parties plan the shuttle-bus service operation configuration. The proposed
optimization model determines the optimal number of buses and cycles be assigned to
each Establishment office running a shuttle service between Arafat and Muzdalifah to
operate it in minimal service time. In other words—to complete its pilgrims’ movement as
quickly as possible. The Arafat-Muzdalifah loop has been chosen because it represented
the worst-case scenario of all shuttle service loops during Hajj; it serves a ritual with a
short time-frame on the most critical day of Hajj. The service time of an office is the time
it needs to transport all its pilgrims from Arafat to Muzdalifah. Our model estimates the
service time from the bus dwell times at Arafat and Muzdalifah, their travel times, and
the number of assigned cycles to the office. We seek to minimize the sum of the service
times of all offices. The proposed model is designed to assign fast service offices with fewer
buses and more cycles. It will also help compensate for the service time of slow offices
with more buses to reduce the Establishments’ overall service time. We have formulated
our model under the assumption that the capacity of the roadways between Arafat and
Muzdalifah are capable of handling all buses dispatched by the Establishment. We will
also conduct a sensitivity analysis on the proposed model parameters through a varying
number of pilgrims in the office, the dwell time in Arafat, and the bus-seat capacity to
identify potential factors for service improvement. We evaluated the optimization model
in (60) with the real-world data of the African Non-Arab Countries Establishment shuttle
bus service, optimized the service, and found the optimal number of buses and cycles
needed at each office for maximum efficiency. To accomplish that, we described the GPS
trace data of 20,000+ buses collected in Hajj 2018 inside the Makkah city of Saudi Arabia by
the car syndicate authority, Ministry of Hajj and Umrah, Saudi Arabia, issues in the data,
the management process conducted to convert data into big data platform, the knowledge
extracted about African Non-Arab Countries Establishment shuttle bus service (e.g., Pi,
PTi, DTi, TT1, TT2, Bc, and G) and the optimized service setup.
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4.2.1. Data Collection

The data obtained from the car syndicate authority was the GPS trace data of more
than 20,000 buses run during Hajj 2018 [1]. The data contains 737+ million rows of buses
historical locations collected from the GPS embedded devices in buses every 1, 2, 5, or
10 min up to 25 min for a period of 60 days. Attributes such as record identifier, bus
identifier, bus company identifier, angle, latitude, longitude, GSM signal, GPS signal,
ignition status, movement, speed, supply cut off status, and record time were included in
each record, as shown in Table 1. At the same time, relational tables such as companies,
Establishments, offices, zones, garage, movement stages, bus request, bus assignment,
stage, etc., were also provided. As the data was in MS SQL format, basic queries on a single
location history table took more than 0.15–0.12 h to respond on a high-end workstation.
To reduce query time and enhance data management efficiency, we migrated the data
from the MS SQL platform to Big Data using Cassandra clusters, as shown in Figure 7 and
explained in Data Management. Moreover, we enriched the data—as described in Data
Enrichment—using an interpolation technique to fill the intermediate missing location
points along a bus route. After this, the data was analyzed to identify the routes assigned
to the Establishment, dwell times, locations of offices, and the number of pilgrims.

Table 1. Sample data format.

ID Bus ID Comp ID Angle Lat Long

409717755 144621610 28 20 21.3530 39.9903
409717756 14621610 28 0 21.3688 39.9583
409717759 164621610 30 0 24.4624 39.6169

GSM GPS Ignition Movement Speed Record-Time

3 2 ON 1 50 20/08/2018 19:36:44
3 2 ON 0 0 20/08/2018 19:36:44
3 2 OFF 0 0 20/08/2018 19:36:44

Figure 7. High-Level architecture of data migration.

4.2.2. Data Management

The data migration platform is classified into data lake layer, big data layer, REDIS
cache, REST API and App Servers. The data lake layer contains the actual data that we
received from the car syndicate authority, Ministry of Hajj and Umrah, Saudi Arabia.
The original data that we received from the authority is in Microsoft SQL Server. The
master data service contains all the relations of the table that we need to illustrate based on
conditions such as company 1 and 2, or bus identifier. Big data layers use the Cassandra
cluster to store location history data employing the Extract Transform and Load (ETL)
engine to increase the efficiency, whereas data aggregation service is a combination of
Hadoop and Presto for batch-based analytics. REDIS is used as a cache to store keys and
value pairs to provide high performance. REST API contains the number of APIs to handle
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the request of the Application server and returns the response to be visualized in the
front-end of the app server.

4.2.3. Data Enrichment

Figure 8 shows the data of a bus between two location feeds. If we visualize the data
by drawing the line between two points, then that line is straight and not aligned with the
roads. The black-coloured line shows the Euclidean distance between two points, whereas
the blue line shows the actual path—or the Manhattan distance—that the bus took. To
overcome this issue, we performed interpolation, or enrichment, on the data. Figure 9
shows the sample image of the bus data interpolation trajectory after removing noisy data
and adding an intermediate location point between two continuous GPS points.

Figure 8. Data before interpolation (Image from Google Maps).

Figure 9. After Interpolation shuttle bus service path (blue color) between Arafat and Muzdalufah.
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4.2.4. Knowledge Extraction

To evaluate the model in (6) with the African Non Arab Countries Establishment, we
first need to extract the model inputs (i.e., PTi, DTi, TT1, and TT2) from the migrated-and-
enriched data, for each office. Due to the absence of determinants of the state of the bus
on its journey between Arafat and Muzdalifah in the Naqaba data—which represented
the model inputs —we encountered some difficulty in defining an automatic approach for
extracting the spatiotemporal data of buses based on their states. Therefore, we collected
these data manually from 41 randomly selected buses—one from each office. Our low
sampling is because extracting the bus states by tracking it every 0.5 min on a map requires
significant time and effort; often, multiple hours per bus. However, the issue with such
a sample is that it cannot statistically represent the average of bus state per office. As a
workaround, we decided to deem a single average for all offices in each bus-journey-state,
as can be seen in each column in Table 2. The distributions of TT1, TT2, PTi, and DTi from
the manually extracted data for all offices are shown respectively in Figure 10a–d and their
average values, used in the model evaluation, in Table 2. The Establishment shuttle bus
service identified path is shown in Figure 9.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10. Histograms of buses’ dwell and travel times. (a) TT1. (b) TT2. (c) PT. (d) DT.

4.2.5. Model Evaluation

The required model inputs (i.e., Pi, PTi, DTi, TT1, TT2, Bc, and G) for the evaluation of
the African Non Arab Countries Establishment shuttle bus service were set as in Table 2. Bc
was set to 50 seats and G to 30 s to maintain a service time that is as close as possible to 7.5 h,
reported by the Naqaba in Hajj 2018. The GA, with the setting given in Section 3.3, was used
to solve the problem of transporting a total of 139,145 pilgrims from i = 41 offices in Arafat
to Muzdalifah with the J∗i and C∗i needed at the offices that minimize the Establishment
overall service time. The convergence of the evaluated model service time to the minimum
time is shown in Figure 11. The last two columns in Table 2 show the J∗i and C∗i for the
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first three offices in the Establishment. The minimal service time, or the quickest possible
evacuation time, at the Establishment can be achieved in 7 h and 9 min. This value can be
reduced if the extracted dwell times, PTi and DTi, are managed by the office operators. A
reduction of PTi to 7 min, for example, can expedite the service time at the Establishment,
bringing it to 6.2 h.

Figure 11. Convergence of the service time.

Table 2. African Non Arab Countries Establishment shuttle bus service model input parameters and
optimized outcomes (Times are in minutes).

Office ID Pi TT1 TT2 PTi DTi G J∗i C∗
i

1 3224 31.9 25.9 5.5 2.9 0.5 15 4.3
2 3016 31.9 25.9 5.5 2.9 0.5 15 4
3 2817 31.9 25.9 5.5 2.9 0.5 15 3.7

Results from this analysis reveal that a fleet of N = 615 buses in total (instead of the
700 buses that were actually operated in Hajj 2018) can run the African Non-Arab Countries
Establishment shuttle bus service. Although J∗i at all offices are fixed to 15 buses, they run
at various cycles according to each office’s pilgrims’ need.

5. Conclusions

This study proposed a static planning system for the shuttle bus service during Hajj.
The system was designed to optimize the shuttle service between Arafat and Muzdalifah at
one Establishment and determine the optimal number of buses and cycles needed at each
office to run the service in minimal time possible. Main components in the assessment of
each office’s service time were included in the proposed model. These included the number
of pilgrims at the office, bus dwell times at Arafat and Muzdalifah, and the travel times on
the links between them. Additionally, this study conducted the manifold analysis as follows:
(1) sensitivity analysis to find out that maximum service time enhancement can be achieved
by reducing dwell times at Arafat and Muzdalifah gates. (2) an evaluation of the Africa
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Non-Arab Countries Establishment shuttle bus service with the proposed model. The prior
analysis included— descriptions of the migration and enrichment processes performed
on GPS data of more than 20,000 buses obtained from the Car Syndicate Authority and
the manual extraction process of the knowledge needed in the model and the service
optimization. Finally, this study can be expanded in various ways. First, it can be enhanced
by estimating each office’s dwell and travel times means, instead of one mean representative
of all offices, by increasing the sampling rate of buses. Second, by designing a dynamic
system for allocation of buses to offices which will account for the variation of the model
inputs throughout the time of the service. The proposed study can also be applied in
different crowded events, including Olympics, Kumbh Mela or sports events, to evacuate
the pilgrims from the place of the event to another location such as bus station, train station
or parking area using bus shuttles quickly and efficiently.
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